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Proposal to transfer the services and collections of the History Faculty Library from the Old Indian

Institute Building to the Old Bodleian Library and Radcliffe Camera in Long Vacation 2012

Background

A History Information Services Planning Advisory Group (HISPAG), chaired by the Chairman of the

Committee for Library Provision in History (CoLP) is engaged in a short series of meetings to consider

options for the future configuration of library services for History in the context of the following

factors:

 continuing aspirations for service improvement set against pressure on finances;

 the likely delay in development of the main Humanities facility at the Radcliffe Observatory
Quarter;

 the service and collection changes already achieved through the Book Storage Facility, the
Gladstone Link and those expected when the Weston Library opens in 2015;

 changes in the nature of publishing and of academic activity;

 the threat of extremely disruptive building works when a lift is installed in the Old Indian
Institute (OII) building in 2012/13 and associated significant loss of shelf and support space;

 the desire of the Oxford Martin School to take over the whole of the OII (and its offer of a
substantial financial inducement to facilitate the move providing this takes place before
September 2012).

Outline of proposal

1) The underlying proposal is to transfer the services and collections of the existing History Faculty

Library (HFL) from the Old Indian Institute building to another part of the Bodleian Libraries estate to

achieve various service improvements outlined below, to obviate involvement in the disruption of

building works in the OII, and to reinvest £105k per annum of operating costs incurred by occupation

of the OII.

2) Relevant senior library staff have considered possible options for consolidation of services and

collections in History into the Bodleian Libraries estate and the only sensible option appears to be

the Old Bodleian Library and Radcliffe Camera on the grounds that this is the main centre for library

provision in History and will be adjacent to the special collections in the Weston Library when it

opens in 2015.

3) In consultation with other subjects concerned, especially Theology and English, the preferred

option of incorporating the HFL services and collections into the Old Bodleian Library and Radcliffe

Camera is:

Consolidation of undergraduate lending (History only) and non-lending material (English,
History) in the Radcliffe Camera and retention of research non-lending material in the Old
Library. Theology to move to Lower Reading Room.

This option has the major advantages that:

 The focus of the Radcliffe Camera on undergraduate study can be preserved whilst allowing
services and study space for postgraduates and researchers to be maintained and developed
in the Old Library (including Selden End from 2015).

 Given the extremely tight timescale, there is significant practical benefit in requiring less
movement of stock (than suggested by other options considered).
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Under this option the key elements of the new arrangement are:

 Material currently on the shelves of the main level of the Upper Camera (Hansard and
printed periodicals) will be relocated as appropriate to the Gladstone Link, the Bodleian Law
Library, the Book Storage Facility. See B.1. (p9) for further details.

 English undergraduate non-lending material will be moved from the Lower Camera to the
main level of the Upper Camera providing an interdisciplinary reading room in the two
subjects.

 Theology non-lending material will be moved from the Lower Camera to the Lower Reading
Room and merge with the Theology and Patristics collections. The one exception would be
the church history section which would be integrated with the Upper Camera S.Hist
collection.

 Lending stock from the HFL will be moved to the Lower Camera and to the Gladstone Link.
This material will be easily accessible for reading in those and other reading rooms or for
borrowing in the Lower Camera.

 A single staff point in the Lower Camera will provide an integrated reserve for the Radcliffe
Camera and Gladstone Link and will continue to operate from the Lower Camera.

 We are looking into the feasibility of creating an office in the Upper Camera for a ‘History
Information Services Team’ which would continue its core work in enquiry support, user
education and collections development. This team would at peak times be able to provide
local assistance and invigilation in the Upper Camera and otherwise dedicate its time to
improving specialist services and support to historians.

 The rearrangement of the Lower Reading Room to create a consolidated service point
announced for the Long Vacation of 2011 will proceed in 2012.

To note:
(Please see also the eleven key statements on page 6)

 It is not anticipated that any members of staff will be made redundant as a result of this
proposal, although there will be changes to duties and responsibilities and some
restructuring of reporting lines.
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 The services and collections at the Library of the Wellcome Unit for the History of Medicine
are not affected by this initiative.

Key advantages, strengths and opportunities

Improvement of opening hours. History undergraduates will enjoy extended opening hours: 09:00-

22:00/19:00 on Monday to Friday in Full Term/Vacation, 10:00-16:00 on Saturday all year round. It

is also proposed to reinvest part of the savings released by vacating the OII to establish Sunday

opening in Full Term of the Radcliffe Camera and Gladstone Link which will mean that all History

lending and non-lending resources for undergraduates (as well as English and Theology non-lending

resources together with the new academic intake and high-use material in Humanities) will be

available 7 days a week in Term. (The current Sunday opening has proved extremely popular but is

funded by a donation for this academic year only.) We are also confident of being able to reinvest a

further tranche of savings in opening the Old Library on Sundays in Full Term for the benefit of

students in Philosophy, Theology and Classics as well as researchers in History and other ‘Bodleian

Humanities’ subjects.

Integration and collocation of services and collections. With the creation of the Gladstone Link, the

transfer of HFL services and collections to the Old Bodleian Library and Radcliffe Camera will mean

that all collections and services for History including lending material and material requested from

the BSF will be on one site (with the exception of Area histories on open shelves in other libraries

such as the Vere Harmsworth Library).

No moving costs. A very generous donation from the Oxford Martin School will cover all costs

associated with moving and essential refurbishment as well as additional investment in the Bodleian

Libraries to the benefit of History.

Increased investment in materials. Further to separate agreements on the treatment of savings on

PRISC charges (outside the Bodleian Libraries budget) and embedded space charges (within the

Bodleian Libraries budget), it is proposed to reinvest up to £60k p.a. in the recurrent materials

budget for History (with maybe a small slice devoted to English and/or Theology). This will cover

£32k of annual subscriptions on an existing desiderata list as well as contributing modestly to major

purchases on the desiderata list which currently stands at £450k for History. It is also hoped

dedicate a substantial sum from the Oxford Martin donation to making a major inroad into the list of

purchases.

Improvement of specialist History services, especially extending the digitisation of Set Texts to all

undergraduate and postgraduate courses; provision of online guides to resources and database

tutorials, specialist enquiry and information skills service, tailored updating services to groups of

historians, etc.

Potential disadvantages and weaknesses; outstanding issues to establish

Space for stock. There is definitely enough space in the Library for all the relevant stock though we

are still working on detailed figures to establish that each subset will fit into the space(s) allocated in

the plan. At this stage, we are confident that there is room for at least 90-95% of each category in

the right room.
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Space for readers. We acknowledge that some reading rooms are already very busy. However, since

the opening of the Gladstone Link in July 2011 some rooms have also become quieter. We

encourage our readers to make full use of all areas, the Old Library lift and the choice to use books

throughout the building complex. Furthermore, we have identified opportunities to increase seating

which, subject to fire regulations, could relieve pressure in many areas. See C.1 for details.

Space for staff. The Library is not ideally configured with space for staff offices or amenities.

Accessibility and security. Access to the Radcliffe Camera and the configuration of security

arrangements, though recently improved, remain less than optimal. In conjunction with OUED and

under advice from the City Conservation Office and English Heritage, we will look to achieve further

improvements.
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Eleven Key Statements

1. The Curators of the University Libraries have agreed to request approval to vacate the old Indian

Institute contingent on successful completion of consultation on this matter up to 5 March. This re-

establishes the six-week consultation period which we had originally anticipated.

2. UG and PG student representatives on the Committees for Library Provision have received the

proposal to enable them to canvass opinion. They have had the same time to respond as members of

the Faculty.

3. The existing configuration of libraries is unsustainable in the circumstance of financial constraints on

the libraries and the Humanities Division and above regular inflationary increases in library materials

and other costs. The installation of the Old Indian Institute (OII) lift necessary to provide access to the

current HFL building and the library will lead to a permanent loss of shelf, reader and staff spaces.

Furthermore, without the proposed move, the temporary funding for Sunday opening of the Radcliffe

Camera and Gladstone Link will run out at the end of this academic year.

4. This plan reduces operating costs by £105k p.a., allowing us to invest in regularising Sunday opening

and in the acquisition of additional library materials for History.

5. This step does not undermine our commitment to the long-term plans for Humanities provision at the

ROQ as and when the University decides to proceed.

6. There is no conflict between the presence of a dedicated purchased lending collection and

maintenance of the legal deposit privilege in the same library; this condition already exists in a

number of Bodleian Libraries (e.g. the Sackler Library, the Taylor Institution Library, the Radcliffe

Science Library, the Social Science Library). Option B retains at least a notional separation between

the two functions.

7. We do not propose to dispose of any books and do not anticipate any reduction in the existing level of

provision of books for undergraduate and graduate teaching as a result of this transfer.

8. We are confident that there will be sufficient shelf space in the central Bodleian Library and Radcliffe

Camera to accommodate (at least) the open-shelf lending stock from the History Faculty Library,

whilst retaining the high-use material and the new academic intake in the Gladstone Link. Detailed

confirmation is being worked out in parallel in the remaining consultation period. Further details are

in Section B (Collections).

9. The net change from opening the Gladstone Link and transferring from the HFL is a notional increase

of 65 seats. We are in the process of analysing occupancy statistics in both sites and identifying

further opportunities for increasing seating to match demand. Detailed confirmation is being worked

out in parallel in the remaining consultation period. Further details are in Section C (Space).

10. This idea has been a likelihood for some time. The Oxford Martin School donation would allow us to

achieve the move without cost to the University or Bodleian Libraries. (See Point 3 above).

11. To all intents and purposes, the HFL will not cease to exist; it will simply be moved to the Radcliffe

Camera and Gladstone Link.
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A. General strategy & process

1. Why was the Faculty not informed at the earliest stage?

While the consolidation of Humanities libraries has been under consideration for some time (in principle with a

view to moving to the ROQ), this specific proposal was initiated in November 2011. The Chair of the Faculty

Board was informed as soon as the request to James Legg (Head of Humanities Libraries) and Isabel Holowaty

(Bodleian History Librarian) was made. The decision was taken to test the feasibility through a small group

drawn from the History Faculty (History Information Services Project Advisory Group – HISPAG). The results of

that feasibility study are now being presented to the Faculty for consideration. We have sought to circulate a

reasonably well-formed proposal at the earliest opportunity whilst cognisant of the need to develop some

areas of detail. We could not have had a useful discussion with the Faculty without being able to give answers

to the questions posed in the rest of this paper; this took time. More details are now presented in the

following pages.

2. Why did we only have 9 days to consider the proposal? Is it not a fait accompli?

A decision has not yet been taken. We had originally anticipated a consultation period running through to the

middle of March (giving 6 weeks) but were taken by surprise by the requirements of the University’s

committee schedule apparently obliging us to seek the technical approval to vacate the Old Indian Institute

Building by the time of the University’s Buildings and Estates Subcommittee (BESC) meeting on 16 February. In

this context we sought initial feedback to test the viability of the underlying proposal with a view to continuing

consultation about the options available. Following the discussion at the Curators’ meeting of 23 January, it

was proposed that confirmation of the request for the Bodleian to release the space in the Old Indian Institute

building be delayed until the meeting of the next BESC on 15 March. The plan will not proceed at that stage if

the consultative process indicates that additional time for further discussion and development of detailed

plans is required. This development allows us to return to the originally planned consultation period of 6

weeks.

3. Who is involved in taking decisions and when will they be taken?

Different elements of the proposal will be decided by relevant committees so that, for example, the release of

the old Indian Institute space needs to be passed through BESC (Buildings and Estates Subcommittee) and then

onto PRAC (Planning and Resources Committee), University Council, and with time allowed for a vote in

Congregation if required. The main proposal will be presented to relevant Faculty Boards, in particular History,

this term as part of the ongoing consultation process with a view to obtaining support, or otherwise, when the

final proposal is presented to the Curators of the University Libraries on 5 March.

4. Why can’t we just stay as we are?

We want to improve services, particularly in response to the stated requirements of our readers, but this

situation needs to be put into the broader context of the University finances. The Bodleian Libraries find

themselves at the end of a three-year budget reduction programme which saw 10% retrenchment in which the

materials budget was protected from reductions in cash terms but the size of the staff was reduced by around

60 FTE. Under the 1-2-3 charging model, the Humanities Libraries also have to satisfy the Humanities Division

that resources are being spent cost effectively. There is no slack in staffing which would otherwise enable us

to improve provision (e.g. digitise Set Texts) and services (extended opening hours, individual support, online

guides & database tutorials).

Furthermore, the continued erosion of the value of the library materials budget due to above regular

inflationary increases will in the long term lead to permanent gaps in the collections, primarily in the purchase
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of research collections in the Bodleian Library
1

and lending copies of newly published monographs in the HFL.

Without wanting to sound alarmist, eventually this will lead to cancellations of journals and possibly also

subscription databases
2
, whose usage are already being monitored for that eventuality. Apart from the

inconvenience of having to locate missing books in other libraries or via InterLibrary Loans, what is also at

stake is our reputation as a major research library.

Finally, without the proposed move, the temporary funding for Sunday opening of the Radcliffe Camera and

Gladstone Link will run out at the end of this academic year. Thereafter and without the expectation of

additional sources of funds at the time of writing, there would be no prospect of offering Sunday opening

hours in any of the Old Bodleian Library, Radcliffe Camera, Gladstone Link and certainly not in the HFL.

Sunday opening has proved extremely popular with students and the lack of it has been raised annually in the

CoLP and surveys since 2005. In a survey of Hilary 2011 only 8.6% of history students felt that the current HFL

opening hours were adequate for their purpose. The survey confirmed widespread reported dissatisfaction

with the current HFL hours, particularly in comparison with other Bodleian Libraries and libraries outside

Oxford.

If we move, we therefore have a financial lifeline for our services and collections:

Anticipated annual savings:

Under the current proposal these savings will be reinvested in improved services, and, remarkably, increased

acquisitions budget.

Conversely, if we do not move, there will be a direct, and only negative, impact on the services and collections

for several thousand students and academics in the near and long-term future.

5. Is the Old Indian Institute lift a compelling reason permanently to remove the Library?

It is not acceptable to offer absolutely no disabled access to any part of the HFL, including staff desks, as is

currently the case. Installing a lift in the OII building is therefore a priority for the University Estates

Department (OUED). While the plans for the OII lift are still in development, a preferred configuration has now

been determined. OUED confirms that if its project planning goes smoothly, then the building work could start

as early as autumn this year and would last several months. The building work would be hugely disruptive in

terms of loss of space, noise, dirt and inconvenience. Specifically the building work would entail the following:

a. installation of a platform lift from street level to ground floor

b. construction of a lift shaft and installation of lift from the basement (Library Stack 1) right up to the

2
nd

floor (library space next leading to the photocopy room).

c. installation of a new back staircase on the outside of the HFL (Hertford end)

d. conversion of existing back staircase into public facilities.

e. extension of small amount of floor space of the West Gallery (north end)

1
The purchases of newly published German-language publications are c 18 months behind (15 months 2010-11).

2
The History Librarian has a desiderata of electronic resources purchases to the value of £450K. This excludes any

forthcoming new electronic resources.
3

2011-12 charges plus 2% increase to reflect likely 2012-12 charges.

Embedded space: £58,122
3

PRISC £46,200

Potential savings £104,322
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The long-term consequences of remaining in OII add up to the permanent loss of significant amount of shelf

space, reader and staff space. In particular these can be itemised as follows:

 the circulation desk area would be halved

 loss of enquiry / registration desk

 the staff workroom area, already extremely cramped, would be halved and space for 3 out of 5 desks lost

 loss of photocopy room and necessity to use reader space elsewhere to house the equipment

 loss of at least one desk but possibly more if staff and collections need to be re-housed

 loss of c 88m of open-shelf space

 loss of 40% of Set Text shelf space (c 39 metres)

 loss of Stack 1 (183 metres of shelf space)

In total, at least 310 metres of stock from open shelves and stack would have to be permanently removed.

6. Until it is clear whether the plans for the ROQ are simply to be delayed or are substantially to be re-

thought, there seems to rationale for change in the current provision.

We had been hoping that the Humanities development at the ROQ would allow us to deliver improved
services whilst solving the existing problems of restricted budgets and the imminent complications of the
building works in the OII. This proposal both delivers the reinvestment of savings in improved services and
obviates the need to deal with a lift installation. The existing situation, as set out here, is in our view
unsustainable for the 10 or so years which it will take to build the ROQ, at the most optimistic estimates.

7. The timescale seems to be being dictated by the Martin School and its financial inducement for a quick

move. Why?

At the Curator’s meeting of 23 January it was agreed that, whilst the very generous donation of the Oxford

Martin School was extremely welcome, the Curators did not wish to sacrifice due process of consultation and

planning. We believe that this transfer, which in any case would be of benefit, can be achieved much more

effectively and with much less disruption with the additional financial resources afforded by the Oxford Martin

School donation. With this donation we will not have to call on the University or the Bodleian to finance any

aspect of this. Under the current plans we would like to improve services (see Section C) and working

environments in the Radcliffe Camera. It is extremely unlikely that a University or Bodleian Libraries funded

transfer would cover anything other than the move itself. The funding offered by the Oxford Martin School is

not a distraction but an opportunity.

8. Why is it suddenly a good idea to introduce a lending section to the historic Bodleian Library? What

rationale have readers been given for this?

We can only see benefits in the collocation of lending and non-lending collections, allowing readers greater

convenience of access to material in the same subject area. We do not see any contradiction in locating these

two mutually supporting reader activities if they can be more effectively provided in the same building. This

condition already pertains in a number of Bodleian Libraries (e.g. the Sackler Library, Taylor Institution Library,

Radcliffe Science Library, Social Science Library).

9. Have students been included in this consultation? Will the undergraduates of all three faculties be

asked for any input into the new order?

As far as History is concerned, the Undergraduate and Postgraduate student representatives were sent the

proposal at the same time as the Faculty, namely Wednesday 18 January. The reps attended the extraordinary

History CoLP on 30 January. There were also meetings with Historians’ Assembly and graduates and an Open

Meeting is planned for 24 February.
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Furthermore, Undergraduate and Postgraduate representatives on the Curators of the University Libraries

were sent the proposals and participated fully in the discussion on 23 January. They emphasised the

dissatisfaction with the existing opening hours of the HFL and the desirability of longer opening hours for the

central Bodleian libraries. A similar process applies to students in the English and Theology Faculties.

10. Will there be a knock-on effect on college libraries?

We do not propose to dispose of any books and do not anticipate any changes in the provision of collections

required for teaching or loss of desk space as a result of this transfer. Therefore there should be no impact on

college libraries. See B.1. for further details on collections and C.1. for further details on desk space.

B. Collections

1. What HFL stock will be moved and what won’t be moved?

The following lists proposed destinations for the transfer of the HFL collections. They are not finalised and are

open for further discussion. The relocation of English and Theology collections have been discussed with the

English and Theology librarians and consultation in the faculties concerned is ongoing.

a. We anticipate that all of the open-shelf lending stock would move to the Radcliffe Camera and

Gladstone Link, excluding stock that is normally weeded as part of the annual tidy-up operations.

b. Integrate books, which have been used in the past, from the Oresko lending collection into HFL

lending collection. The donor would agree to this. Work to identify these has yet to be done. C 50m

have been set aside in the plans.

c. Set Texts (Counter) collection to move to the Lower Camera Reserve.

d. Almost all lending books which are in the HFL stack (i.e. little used and not on reading lists) would

go to the Book Storage Facility (BSF) in Swindon. Readers will be able to order books and borrow

them from the Lower Camera. It is the same arrangement as now except that the "new" stack would

be vastly bigger than the current one.

e. Videos and DVDs would move to the Lower Camera. We have identified 43 video tapes which can

be re-purchased in DVD format. Students would, as before, be able to borrow DVDs or consult the

reference copy on Library PCs or laptops, using library headphones if so wished. More thought will

have to be given how to provide access to the reference copies of the remaining 9 video tapes for

which there is no DVD replacement.

f. Prize Essays and Chemistry Part II theses to move to the Lower Camera Reserve.

g. Relocate Quick Reference to UCam. Where there is duplication with the Bodleian, there may be an

advantage to make selected number of reference works available as lending copies, e.g. Cambridge

Histories.

h. Move journals to Gladstone Link where there is already a Bodleian copy and/or full e-access. In the

latter case, we would probably move journals to the BSF, or if triple copies are held, we would

investigate opportunity for selling stock.

Please note that as announced at the Faculty meeting of Trinity Term 2011 it is planned to remove

all open-shelf journals in the Old Bodleian and Radcliffe Camera. Those without complete or secure

electronic access will be located in the Gladstone Link to form a Humanities journal section

(organised A-Z by title); those journal titles with complete and secure electronic access - and not

considered an absolutely key title for that subject – will be sent to the BSF in Swindon. A list of draft

decisions is available on request from Isabel Holowaty.
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i. Revamp the URR printed source collection, possibly using HFL West Gallery material which is not

required by Prof Sharpe. URR would therefore become the enlarged and improved equivalent of the

West Gallery.

j. A separate discussion is taking place concerning Palaeography teaching space, retaining the Powicke

Room collections and arranging long-term project loans for certain West Gallery materials (see also

Question A7).

k. c75 HFL maps would transfer to the BSF in Swindon and could be ordered via the Map Department

to the central Bodleian Library. Individual arrangements can be made if teaching staff needed to

borrow maps for classes. This service is equivalent to the one offered at the HFL, which is currently

used extremely rarely.

l. Pamphlets would move to the Lower Camera.

m. Working antiquarian collection to transfer responsibility to the Bodleian Rare Books Department

The move of the URR journals (see point h.) would allow the creation of an open-shelf history of science and

medicine monograph and sources collection in the Upper Reading Room. This is currently a priority for

academics and students working in that subject and is endorsed by Pietro Corsi, Professor of History of Science,

and the History of Science, Medicine and Technology Committee.

It is worth noting that the collection plans for the ROQ Humanities Library resemble these plans very closely.

One of the main differences is that research materials in URR would be located closer to the lending collection,

a consideration for UG students considering theses.

We will certainly invite further comments and suggestion, especially regarding the move of certain West Room

Gallery collections.

2. Will the HFL collections be re-classified?

Yes, to the Library of Congress Classification scheme as in use in the HFL in the Maitland Gallery and to which

all new purchases are classified by book suppliers.

3. If so many HFL collections move into the Gladstone Link, will there not be less space for the Bodleian’s

new academic in-take?

It has always been the plan to maintain only 3 years’ worth of new academic intake in the Gladstone Link.

After a 6-month trial and in the context of this proposal, the thinking is to now focus that new academic intake

on exclusively humanities subjects (and those not required elsewhere e.g. the Sackler Library, the Taylor

Institution Library, etc.) and major publishers. We would be able to grow a more relevant collection into the

same space.

Furthermore, following this term’s review of the Gladstone Link collections, we will be making some

adjustments which will reduce the number of non-Humanities books shelved in the Gladstone Link because

they are required in other subject hub libraries, e.g. SSL, RSL, etc.

4. In what way is “intermingling of lending and non-lending collections” an advantage?

Interfiling of lending and non-lending collections is a widespread approach in university libraries and there

appears to be a consensus that this delivers a greater level of convenience to readers. In this case, however,

we are in fact proposing to keep the two sets of material separate, placing them in close proximity in the same

building, and making them available for the same hours.
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C. Space, usage and noise

1. Will there be sufficient desk space / will there be loss of desk space?

In summer 2011, the Bodleian Library added 120 additional seats. We have also identified opportunities to add

additional seating in the Upper Camera and Gladstone Link and Lower and Upper Reading Rooms and would

cautiously suggest that it is possible to add a total of 32 to 40 additional working spaces to the Upper Camera

and Gladstone Link, subject to fire regulations. Currently historians have access to a nominal 208 seats in

Upper Camera and HFL. In the new set-up they would have access to a nominal 221 in Upper Camera and

Lower Camera. Subject to fire regulations, it may be possible to add 8 more seats to the Upper Reading Room

and 36 to the Lower Reading Room. In the course of time, as and when fewer non-Humanities books are

shelved in the Gladstone Link, we expect the number of non-Humanities readers to drop (see B. 3.)

It is worth noting that the average number of seats occupied on SCONUL sampling days during term time is 18

at 11:30am and 21 at 3pm. The highest level of seat occupancy in the HFL in the last 2 years has been between

35 and 40. See Appendix 1 for reader count statistics.

However, we also anticipate different levels and patterns of use due to greater flexibility of moving between

reading rooms, increasing availability of electronic resources and extended opening hours, especially Sundays.

We are also mindful of the need to provide a variety of workspaces. Initial student feedback has highlighted

the popularity of the HFL’s seven individual desks, currently tucked away between book cases. Therefore we

have also identified opportunities in the Upper Camera and Gladstone Link to add a mix of individual desks and

informal seating, again within the constraints of fire regulations and sympathetic to the environment and

history of the buildings.

2. Were the HFL to move into the Radcliffe Camera, would it continue to be a lending library?

Absolutely. We would move all the lending books, i.e. not remove multiple copies, and they could be issued to

readers at the Lower Camera Reserve or at a Self Issue desk which we plan to introduce. We would also have a

book drop box for any returns. Any books that readers had placed holds for would be collected from the Lower

Camera Reserve.

3. Are there going to be enough photocopiers and PCs / SunRays?

The two HFL photocopiers (i.e. copier-printer-scanner) would be added to the Gladstone Link copiers in the

upper and lower levels, doubling capacity in that area.

We aim to make a similar provision as currently as there are areas where more PCs or SunRays can be added.

4. Many students prefer working in the History Faculty Library because it has good atmosphere and is less

intimidating than the Bodleian. What would be done to address this?

It is very pleasing to hear that the History Faculty Library enjoys a good reputation in this respect as this is one

of our main goals. We hope that as readers find familiar faces from the History Faculty Library, who will bring

with them the same friendly service ethos and practices, they will feel encouraged to think of this part of the

Bodleian, at least, as less intimidating. The Gladstone Link already appears to be a very welcoming space and

again we hope to build on this by, for instance, adding more informal seating.

5. How can quiet research areas be guaranteed if a busy Faculty lending library operation moves in?

Our proposal would reinforce what is commonly acknowledged, i.e. that the Lower Camera and Gladstone Link

are perhaps livelier spaces. The Gladstone Link was primarily designed to be an open-stack area with some
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seats rather than a reading room. The Old Library houses the more traditional quiet reading rooms (URR, LRR,

Duke Humfrey’s Library). The Upper Camera also tends to be quieter and no change is planned there. We will

continue to offer a Quiet Zone in one or two sections of the Upper Camera Gallery.

D. Access & security

1. Disabled access in the Camera would be very little better than it is in the HFL and with possibly less

prospect of improvement . What provision will be made for disabled access, esp. the Upper Camera?

It is clear that it is not possible to provide modern standards of accessibility to the Upper Camera. However,

we are looking to build on the recently improved provision for the Lower Camera and Gladstone Link to

provide such modern standards.

According to our calculations, c. 63% of the lending collections and all of the Set Texts would be easily

accessible to disabled readers. The Lower Camera staff area can also be directly accessed by wheelchair users.

We will continue to provide a dedicated fetching service to disabled readers for the rest, incl. UCam collections.

2. How can you ensure security, already poor in the Bodleian, once the HFL collections move in?

All the HFL collections are security-tagged and will be located behind book detector gates (Proscholium and

Radcliffe Camera). We would like to take this opportunity to reinforce the existing security arrangements for

the benefit of the HFL collections and material in the Bodleian Library.
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Appendix 1: Reader counts at 3pm, Michaelmas Term 2011: Radcliffe Camera,

Gladstone Link & HFL

Note that these include seat occupancy as well as readers standing, queueing, fetching books, etc.

Appendix 2: Floor plans of Lower & Upper Camera

Week 3 Week 6

24/11/2011 14/11/2011

Upper Camera (153 seats) 119 78

Lower Camera (107 seats) 88 85

Monday Upper Gladstone Link (85 seats) 43 43

Lower Gladstone Link (35 seats) 30 23

History Faculty Library (55 seats) 35 48

Upper Camera (153 seats) 72 63

Lower Camera (107 seats) 77 88

Thursday Upper Gladstone Link (85 seats) 40 42

Lower Gladstone Link (35 seats) 29 25

History Faculty Library (55 seats) 48 39
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